Grid Operations
This window, found in Tools menu, allows the user to obtain grids that can be visualized as maps, by
performing operations using other grids, average layer data and several other parameters.
In Grid Operations the user will find some predefined operations to calculate some frequently used
maps, and can add new ones that he/she finds useful.
In the lower panel the user selects the layer to which the operation should be applied. Multiple layers can
be selected to apply the same grid operation in one click.

Predefined Grid Operations
There are several maps with predefined operations that can be applied to obtain them. These operations
are Sahara’s default settings and can’t be modified.
For example, if the user wishes to obtain a Pore Volume map, he/she can choose between a number of
options using one of the different thicknesses maps (net, gross, net pay) and multiplying it by a porosity
value, obtained from maps (i,j,k) or layer data (k)

Adding a Grid Operation
To add a new option in Grid Operations the user must create a new map variable from Edit  Variables
 Maps  New, assign a name and other required references, and specify it will be a calculated map.
This will allow the user to type in the equation that will be used to calculate the resulting grid of the new
map, using project data. Equations can use data from other grids or average layer values, plus the logical
operators.
Next time the user accesses Grid Operations, the newly created map will be available with its own
equation, and to obtain the map he/she will only have to select the grid operation and the layers to apply it
to.
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